Advanced Lung Disease and Transplant Program Academic Productivity
January 2012-February 4th, 2013

Original research manuscripts: published or in submission


Abstracts presented or accepted to International meetings


16) Loria A, Wang L, Smith M, Nathan SD. Correlation of Select Chemokines with Disease
Severity in Patients with IPF or NSIP. Presented at American College of Chest Physicians October 2012


Reviews

3. Sherner J, Collen J, King CS, Nathan SD. Pulmonary Hypertension in Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis: Epidemiology, Diagnosis and Therapeutic Implications. Accepted (8/28/12) to Current Respiratory Care Reports.
5. Hostler J, Brown AW Sherner J, King CS, Nathan SD. Pulmonary Hypertension in COPD: A Review. Accepted to Eur Respir Mono (11/12/12)

Book Chapter and Books

1) Shlobin OA, Nathan SD. Interstitial lung disease and pulmonary hypertension. (edited by Robert Baughman, MD and Ronald du Bois, MD)
4) Nathan SD. IPF Phenotypes. Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (edited by Meyer and Nathan). In submission
5) Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis. Edited by Steven Nathan, MD and Keith Meyer, MD. In preparation

Online and webcasts

   Posted 7/11/2012-7/11/13
   Posted 7/13/12-7/13/13
   Posted July 13 2012

Talks: National and International

1. Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis:2012 Update. Medical Grand Rounds, Stony


5. Interstitial Lung Disease and Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension; Diagnosis and Management in Connective Tissue Disease patients. 5th Annual Perspectives in Rheumatic Diseases. September 29th, 2012. Newport Beach, CA. Steven Nathan


